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Abstract

Multi-receiver encryption is an essential cryptography
paradigm, which can transmit one message securely
among the users by the to form over an insecure net-
work. In this paper, we propose a novel Multi-Receiver
scheme using Chaotic Maps, named MRCM, aiming to
require one ciphertext with non-interactive process for
achieve authentication and the message transmission se-
cretly. Our scheme eliminates the private key generators
(PKG) in one domain or multi-domain, in other words,
our scheme will be highly decentralized and aim to cap-
ture distributed. Our goals are to minimize the hazards
of single-point of security, single-point of efficiency and
single-point of failure about the PKG. Next, our scheme
is based on chaotic maps, which is a high efficient cryp-
tosystem and is firstly used to construct multi-receiver
public key encryption. Furthermore, unlike bilinear pairs
cryptosystem that need many redundant algorithms to
get anonymity, while our scheme can acquire privacy pro-
tection easily. Moreover, a novel idea of our MRCM
scheme is to adopt chaotic maps for mutual authentica-
tion and privacy protection, not to encrypt/decrypt mes-
sages transferred between the sender and the receivers,
which can make our proposed scheme much more effi-
cient. Finally, we give the formal security proof about
our scheme in the standard model and efficiency compar-
ison with recently related works.

Keywords: Ban logic, chaotic maps, multi-receiver, pri-
vacy protection

1 Introduction

Multi-receiver encryption is an essential cryptography
paradigm, which enables flexible, on-demand, and low
computing to transmit one message securely over an in-
secure network, especially for wire/wireless communica-
tions. In 2000, Bellare et al. [1] first proposed the scheme

of the multi-receiver in public key encryption. Since then,
the growing number of researchers started pay attention
to this field, a significant proportion of the protocols have
been proposed in various areas, aiming at improving prop-
erties and narrowing calculation expense. Generally, in
a multi-receiver public key encryption scheme, all users
share the common public key encryption system to im-
plement messages sending and receiving. Let us suppose
that there are n+1 users in the system, including receivers
indexed by 1, ..., n, indicating each receiver have a pair
(pki, ski) as their public and private key for i = 1, ..., n
respectively.

If a sender wants to send a message Mi(i = 1, · · · , n)
to n receivers, a sender has to employ all receivers public
key to encrypt message, afterwards sends the ciphertexts
(Ei, · · · , En) to the common channel. According to the
ciphertexts, every receiver picks out respective message
and decrypts it by its private key ski to catch informa-
tion. It is worth noting that in this encryption system,
the sender and receiver are not invariable, it means each
user can become a sender at this moment may also turn to
a receiver next time. But we always in a definite model
of 1-to-n (one sender-to-n receivers) and single-message
(M1 = ... = Mi... = Mn) encryption communications.
This setting of public key encryption is called as 1-to-n
multi-receiver public key encryption system in the fol-
lowing documents [7, 14, 21]. Such as the signcryption
mechanism proposed by Sun and Li [22] in 2010, its pro-
tocol requires only one or none pairing computation to
signcrypt a message for multiple receivers instead of com-
puting bilinear paring repeatedly.

It is generally known that the network platform is inse-
cure for us to communicate, so many researchers put em-
phasis on keep anonymity [4, 18, 25, 30]. Meanwhile in the
field of multiple receivers, researchers also pursue iden-
tity privacy protection. In 2013, Wang [24] proposed an
anonymous multi-receiver remote data retrieval model for
pay-TV in public clouds, which can withstand malicious
corporation and consumer. In the same year, Pang et al.
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present a novel multi-recipient signcryption scheme [16]
with complete anonymity that can achieve both the signer
and the receiver anonymity. Motivated by the notion of
multi-receiver [1] and identity-based which was presented
by Shamir [20], Baek et al. [1] proposed a new multi-
receiver identity-based encryption (MR-IBE) scheme in
2005.

In this protocol, a sender encrypt a message to receivers
with each identifier information instead of the public key,
then each receiver decrypt this message by his private key,
which connected with their ID. And different with the pro-
tocol of [5], this scheme only needs one or none pairing
computation, it is greatly shorten the calculation time.
There is no denying the fact that this new model opens
a new road for the network security management. Based
on this protocol, Fan et al. [8] proposed an anonymous
multi-receiver identity-based encryption scheme, it illus-
trated that the identity of any receiver can be concealed
to anyone else. However, in the following years, the re-
searchers conducted a series of improvement [13, 26, 32]
to solve this anonymity problem. In the year of 2011, Qin
et al. [17] introduced a threshold signcryption scheme,
which can solve the problem of single-point failure among
a number of participants.

Unlike the previous encryption system for multi-
receiver, in this paper, we construct a new efficient scheme
based on chaotic maps named MRCM. As a basic algo-
rithm, chaotic maps [9, 12, 23, 28] not only meet the
operation efficiency, but also possess strong functional-
ity. Therefore, we utilize traditional public key encryption
method which based on chaotic maps to realize informa-
tion transmission. Besides, as far as we know, it is the
very first time that the researchers introduce a chaotic
maps-based encryption scheme in the multi-receiver set-
ting.

Due to in the IBE model [1], where the private key is
allocated by a trusted private key generator (PKG), the
unique private key generator is under great deal of work
pressure. If the PKG system collapsed, all of the legal re-
ceivers will unable obtain their own private key, which will
seriously affect the communication between the sender
and receivers. For the purpose of overcome this potential
problem, our scheme uses the conventional public/private
key pairing (pki, ski) to achieve message encrypt/decrypt.
With this method, the single-point is dispersed into multi-
point so that can eliminate the insecurity cased by PKG,
and improve the efficiency indirectly. At the same time,
different from the scheme which depends on bilinear pair-
ing to obtain anonymity in [24] and [16], endowed with
anonymity by nature is our biggest advantage.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Some
preliminaries are given in Section 2. Next, a new chaotic
maps-based multi-receiver scheme is described in Sec-
tion 3. In Section 4, we give the security of our proposed
protocol. The efficiency analysis of our proposed protocol
is given in Section 5. This paper is finally concluded in
Section 6.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Pseudo-random Function Ensembles

If a function ensemble F = {Fn}n∈N is pseudo-
random [15], then for every probabilistic polynomial ora-
cle A and all large enough n, we have that:

AdvF (A) = |Pr[AFn(1n) = 1]− Pr[AGn(1n) = 1]| < ε(n),

where G = {G}n∈N is a uniformly distributed func-
tion ensemble, ε(n) is a negligible function, AdvF =
maxA{AdvF (A)} denotes all oracle A, and AdvF (A) rep-
resents the accessible maximum.

2.2 Definition and Hard Problems of
Chebyshev Chaotic Maps

Let n be an integer and let x be a variable with the interval
[−1, 1]. The Chebyshev polynomial [27] Tn(x) : [−1, 1]→
[−1, 1] is defined as Tn(x) = cos(ncos−1(x)). Chebyshev
polynomial map Tn : R → R of degree n is defined using
the following recurrent relation:

Tn(x) = 2xTn−1(x)− Tn−2(x),

where n ≥ 2, T0(x) = 1, and T1(x) = x.

The first few Chebyshev polynomials are:

T2(x) = 2x2−1, T3(x) = 4x3−3x, T4(x) = 8x4−8x2+1, · · ·

One of the most important properties is that Chebyshev
polynomials are the so-called semi-group property which
establishes that

Tr(Ts(x)) = Trs(x).

An immediate consequence of this property is that Cheby-
shev polynomials commute under composition

Tr(Ts(x)) = Ts(Tr(x)).

In order to enhance the security, Zhang [33] proved that
semi-group property holds for Chebyshev polynomials de-
fined on interval (−∞,+∞). The enhanced Chebyshev
polynomials are used in the proposed protocol:

Tn(x) = (2xTn−1(x)− Tn−2(x)) mod N,

where n ≥ 2, x ∈ (−∞,+∞), and N is a large prime
number. Obviously,

Trs(x) = Tr(Ts(x)) = Ts(Tr(x)).

Definition 1. (Semi-group property) Semi-group prop-
erty of Chebyshev polynomials: Trs(x) = Tr(Ts(x)) =
cos(rcos−1(scos−1(x))) = cos(rscos−1(x)) =
Ts(Tr(x)) = Tsr(x), where r and s are positive in-
teger and x ∈ [−1, 1].
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Table 1: Notations

Symbol Definition
IDi The identity of users

Ui(0 ≤ i ≤ n) The users involved in CRRM scheme
a, b Nonces

(x, TKi
(x)) Public key of useri based on Chebyshev chaotic maps

Ki Secret key of useri based on Chebyshev chaotic maps
F Pseudo-random function
|| Concatenation operation

Definition 2. (Chaotic Maps-Based Discrete Logarithm
(CDL) problem) Given x and y, it is intractable to find
the integer s, such that Ts(x) = y. The probability that a
polynomial time-bounded algorithm A can solve the CDL
problem is defined as AdvCDL

A (p) = Pr[A(x, y) = r : r ∈
Z∗p , y = Tr(x) mod p].

Definition 3. (CDL assumption) For any probabilistic
polynomial time-bounded algorithm A, AdvCDL

A (p) is neg-
ligible, that is, AdvCDL

A (p) ≤ ε, for some negligible func-
tion ε.

Definition 4. (Chaotic Maps-Based Diffie-Hellman
(CDH) problem) Given x, Tr(x) and Ts(x), it is in-
tractable to find Trs(x). The probability that a poly-
nomial time-bounded algorithm A can solve the CDH
problem is defined as AdvCDH

A (p) = Pr[A(x, Tr(x) mod
p, Ts(x) mod p) = Trs(x) mod p : r, s ∈ Z∗p ].

Definition 5. (CDH assumption) For any probabilistic
polynomial time-bounded algorithm A, AdvCDH

A (p) is neg-
ligible, that is, AdvCDH

A (p) ≤ ε, for some negligible func-
tion ε.

2.3 Definition and Properties of Cheby-
shev Chaotic Maps [6, 10]

Definition 6. f : J → J is said to be topologically tran-
sitive if for any pair of open sets U, V ⊂ J , there exists
k > 0 such that fk(U) ∩ V 6= φ.

Definition 7. f : J → J has sensitive dependence on
initial conditions if there exists δ > 0 such that for any
x ∈ J and any neighborhood N of x, there exist y ∈ N
and n ≥ 0 such that |fn(x)− fn(y)| > δ.

Definition 8. Let V be a set, then f : V → V is said to
be chaotic on V if

1) f has sensitive dependence on initial conditions.

2) f is topologically transitive.

3) Periodic points are dense in V .

Definition 9. Let f : A → A, f : B → B be two maps,
if there exists a continuous surjection h : A → B such
that h · g = g · h, we say that these two maps f and g are
topologically semi-conjugate.

Theorem 1. A non-zero polynomial is the nth Chebyshev
polynomial or its constant times iff the nonzero polyno-
mial is the root of the differential equation

(1− x2)y′′ − xy′ + n2y = 0(n ∈ Z+).

Lemma 1. If f : A → A, g : B → B are topologically
semi-conjugate,

1) When p is the periodic point of f , then h(p) is the
periodic point of g;

2) When the periodic point of f is dense in A, the peri-
odic point of g is dense in B, where h is the topolog-
ically semi-conjugate between f and g.

Lemma 2. Assume f : A → B is a map, A0, A1 ⊂ A,
then f(A0 ∩A1) ⊂ f(A0) ∩ f(A1).

Lemma 3. When f : A → A is topologically transitive,
g : B → B is topologically semi-conjugate f via h, then g
is topologically transitive.

Lemma 4. Let R : S′ → S′ be a map of the circle into
itself, then R(θ) = nθ(n ∈ Z, n ≥ 2) is chaotic, where θ
is the radian value.

The concrete proof of chaotic properties can be
found in the literature [10] and the enhanced proper-
ties of Chebyshev polynomials that defined on interval
(−∞,+∞) still have the semi-group property (see [33]).

3 The Proposed MRCM Scheme

3.1 Notations

The concrete notations used hereafter are shown in Ta-
ble 1.

3.2 MRCM Scheme

Figure 1 illustrates the MRCM scheme.

Setup. Simply speaking, for all the users Ui(0 ≤ i ≤ n),
their public keys are (x, Tki

(x))(0 ≤ i ≤ n) and the
corresponding secret keys are ki(0 ≤ i ≤ n). And
without loss of generality, we assume the user U0 is
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Figure 1: Chaotic maps-based multi-receiver with privacy protection scheme

the sender, and the users Ui(1 ≤ i ≤ n) are the re-
ceivers. Due to space limitation in this paper, we are
not able to discuss the details about how to distribute
the public-private key pairs of the users.

Encrypt. When a user U0 wants to send the same mes-
sage m to the users Ui(1 ≤ i ≤ n), she chooses two
large and random integers a and b. Next, U0 com-
putes Ta(x), Tb(x), Ci = TbTKi

(x)(ID0||Ta(x)), (1 ≤
i ≤ n), Wi = (m||Ta(x))TK0

TKi
(x), (1 ≤ i ≤ n) and

Fi = FTa(x)(Ci||Wi), (1 ≤ i ≤ n). Finally, U0 sends
{Tb(x), Ci,Wi, Fi} to the users Ui(1 ≤ i ≤ n).

Decrypt.

1) Upon receiving {Tb(x), Ci,Wi, Fi} from the
sender, firstly, any user can recover the identity
of the sender by using secret key Ki to compute
TKi

Tb(x) and get ID0||Ta(x) = C1/TK1
Tb(x).

2) Based the sender’s identity ID0, Ui can get the
public key T0(x) and compute TKiTK0(x) for
getting m||Ta(x) = W1/TK1

TK0
(x). This step

is also authenticating the sender, if the sender is
the ”sender”, the last step any user can recover
the right message, if not, the recovered message
will not be the plaintext.

3) Ui authenticates the message integrity
FTa(x)(C1||W1) = F1?. If yes, the cipher-text is
valid. Otherwise, the cipher-text is invalid or
has been damaged during transmission.

4) Finally, based on their secret key Ki, any user
in the group can recover the message m =

Wi

TKi
TK0

(x) − Ta(x) = Wi

TKi
TK0

(x) − ( Ci

TKi
Tb(x)

−
ID0).

3.3 Consistency

Let {Tb(x), Ci,Wi, Fi} be a valid ciphertext, for any user
Ui, we have

Wi

TKi
TK0

(x)
− (

Ci

TKi
Tb(x)

− ID0)

=
Wi

TKi
TK0

(x)
− (ID0||Ta(x)− ID0)

=
Wi

TKiTK0(x)
− Ta(x)

= m||Ta(x)− Ta(x)

= m.

4 Security Consideration

4.1 Security Analysis for Security Re-
quirements and the Comparisons

There are many security requirements about protocol
type. Because our proposed scheme is multi-receiver type
with one message without exchanging process, there are
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Table 2: Definition and the reasons why we do not discuss

Attack Type Security Re-
quirements

Definition Reasons why we
do not discuss

Automatic
validation
attacks

Guessing at-
tacks (On-line
or off-line)

In an off-line guessing attack, an attacker guesses
a password or long-term secret key and verifies
his/her guess, but he/she does not need to par-
ticipate in any communication during the guess-
ing phase. In an undetectable on-line guessing
attack, an attacker searches to verify a guessed
password or long-term secret key in an on-line
transaction and a failed guess cannot be detected
and logged by the server.

No password in-
volved

Losing smart
device and
guessing attacks

An adversary gets the user’s smart device and
then carries out the guessing attacks.

No password in-
volved

Human Guess-
ing Attacks

In human guessing attacks, humans are used to
enter passwords in the trial and error process.

No password in-
volved

No freshness
verify attacks

Perfect forward
secrecy

An authenticated key establishment protocol pro-
vides perfect forward secrecy if the compromise
of both of the node’s secret keys cannot results in
the compromise of previously established session
keys.

No session key
produced

Known session
key security

Each execution of the protocol should result in
a unique secret session key. The compromise of
one session key should not compromise the keys
established in other sessions.

No session key
produced

many security requirements no need to discuss (see Ta-
ble 2).

Next, from the Table 3, we can see that the proposed
scheme can provide known secure session key agreement,
impersonation attack and so on.
Some other security attributes:

1) The security of one ciphertext with some authentica-
tions.

Theorem 2. Our proposed scheme is one ciphertext
security under the CMBDLP and CMBDHP assump-
tions.

Proof. Our proposed scheme is based on PKC (Pub-
lic Key Cryptosystem), so there are two key points
should be taken into account: each message must
mix with a large random nonce and any public key
cannot be used to encrypt secret message directly.
Therefore, we construct Wi = (m||Ta(x))TK0

TKi
(x),

(1 ≤ i ≤ n) to covered the secret message m. The
encrypted message Wi is generated from a which
is different in each session and is only known by
the sender U0. Any receiver can decrypt Wi using
his/her own secret key, but the decrypted process
is completely different: The middle process value
TK0

TKi
(x) only can be computed by the correspond-

ing receiver which is secure under the CMBDLP and

CMBDHP assumptions, and furthermore getting the
m = m||Ta(x) − Ta(x). Additionally, since the val-
ues a of the random elements is very large, attackers
cannot directly guess the values a of the random el-
ements to generate Ta(x). Therefore, the proposed
scheme provides one ciphertext security.

2) The security of privacy protection.

Theorem 3. Our proposed scheme is privacy protec-
tion partly under the CMBDLP and CMBDHP as-
sumptions.

Proof. We divide the participants into three charac-
ters: the sender, the receivers and the outsiders (in-
cluding attacker, any curious nodes and so on). The
sender’s identity is anonymity for outsiders because
ID0 is covered by Ci = TbTKi(x)(ID0||Ta(x)), (1 ≤
i ≤ n), and then only the legal receivers can use
his/her secret key to recover the ID0. Due to PKC-
based about our scheme, the ID0 must be emerged
to the legal receivers, or they cannot know the pub-
lic key of the sender. The sender must know the re-
ceiver’s identity because our scheme is adopted PKC
and chaotic maps. All the receivers cannot know the
others receivers because they only recover the corre-
sponding Ci using their own secret key.
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Table 3: Definition and simplified proof

Attack Type Security Re-
quirements

Definition Simplified Proof Hard
Problems

Missing
encrypted
identity attacks

Man-in-the-
middle at-
tack(MIMA)

The MIMA attack is a form of ac-
tive eavesdropping in which the at-
tacker makes independent connections
with the victims and relays messages
between them, making them believe
that they are talking directly to each
other over a private connection, when
in fact the entire conversation is con-
trolled by the attacker.

All the information in-
cludes the ID and some
nonces: a, b and the an-
other form Ta(x), Tb(x).

Chaotic
maps
problems

Impersonation
attack

An adversary successfully assumes the
identity of one of the legitimate parties
in a system or in a communications pro-
tocol.

All the information in-
cludes the ID, (pki, ski)
and some nonces: a, b
and the another form
Ta(x, Tb(x)).

Chaotic
maps
problems

No fresh-
ness verify
attacks

Replay attack A replay attack is a form of network
attack in which a valid data transmis-
sion is repeated or delayed maliciously
or fraudulently.

Every important message
includes the nonces: a, b
and the another form
Ta(x), Tb(x).

Chaotic
maps
problems

Design de-
fect attacks

Stolen-verifier
attacks

An adversary gets the verifier table
from servers by a hacking way, and then
the adversary can launch any other at-
tack which called stolen-verifier attacks.

There are no any verifica-
tion tables in any node.

Chaotic
maps
problems

We construct Ci = TbTKi
(x)(ID0||Ta(x)), (1 ≤ i ≤

n) to covered the sender’s identity. The encrypted
message Ci is generated from b which is different
in each session and is only known by the sender
U0. Any receiver can decrypt Ci using Tb(x) and
his/her own secret key, but the decrypted process
is completely different: the middle process value
TKiTb(x) only can be computed by the correspond-
ing receiver which is secure under the CMBDLP and
CMBDHP assumptions, and furthermore getting the
ID0||Ta(x) = Ci/TKi

Tb(x), you can get ID0 and
Ta(x) in the same time. Additionally, since the val-
ues b of the random elements is very large, attackers
cannot directly guess the values a of the random el-
ements to generate Tb(x). Therefore, the proposed
scheme provides privacy protection.

The privacy protection of our MRCM scheme belongs
to the ID hiding(a user may use a resource or service
without disclosing the user’s identity during the pro-
tocol interaction), anyway, we must emphasize three
points:

a. Any outsider cannot get any ID informa-
tion (sender or receivers) about our proposed
scheme.

b. Only the sender knows the ID information of all
receivers.

c. Any receiver cannot get any other receiver’s ID

information. We sum up the privacy protection
of our scheme in the Table 4.

4.2 Security Proof Based on the BAN
Logic

For convenience, we first give the description of some no-
tations (Table 5) used in the BAN logic analysis and
define some main logical postulates (Table 6) of BAN
logic [3].

Remark 1. (X)K means that the formula X is hash
function with the key K. But in our scheme, we redefine
(X)K : the formula X is pseudo-random function with the
key K to adopt the standard model.

According to analytic procedures of BAN logic and the
requirement of multi-receiver scheme, our MRCM scheme
should satisfy the following goals in Table 7.

First of all, we transform the process of our protocol
to the following idealized form.

(U0 → Ui)C : Ui C Tb(x), TbTKi(x)(ID0||Ta(x)),

(m||Ta(x))TK0
TKi

(x), (Ci||Wi)Ta(x);

According to the description of our protocol, we could
make the following assumptions about the initial state,
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Table 4: Privacy protection comparisons

Security attributes [19] 2009 [31] 2010 [16] 2013 Ours

Missing encrypted identity attacks
For outsiders No Yes Yes Yes
For receivers No No No No

Receiver anonymity
For outsiders No No Yes Yes

For other receivers No No No Yes
For the sender No No No No

Table 5: Notations of the BAN logic

Symbol Definition
P | ≡ X The principal P believes a statement X, or P is entitled to believe X.
#(X) The formula X is fresh.
P | ⇒ X The principal P has jurisdiction over the statement X.
P CX The principal P sees the statement X.
P | ∼ X The principal P once said the statement X.
(X,Y ) The formula X or Y is one part of the formula (X,Y ).
〈X〉Y The formula X combined with the formula Y .
XK The formula X is encrypted under the key K.

(X)K The formula X is hash function with the key K. If there is no K, and that means is no key
input.

P K←−→Q The principals P and Q use the shared key K to communicate. The key K will never be
discovered by any principal except P and Q.

K−−−→P The public key of P , and the secret key is described by K−1.

Table 6: Logical postulates of the BAN logic

Symbol Definition
P |≡P K←−−→Q,P{X}K

P |≡Q|∼X The message-meaning rule (R1)
P |≡#(X)

P |≡#(X,Y ) The freshness-conjunction rule (R2)
P |≡#(X),P |≡Q|∼X

P |≡Q|≡X The nonce-verification rule (R3)
P |≡Q|⇒X,P |≡Q|≡X

P |≡X The jurisdiction rule (R4)
P |≡Q|≡(X,Y )

P |≡Q|≡X The belief rules (R5)

Remark 3: Molecule can deduce denominator for above formulas.

Table 7: Goals of the proposed scheme

Goals
Goal 1. U0| ≡ (U0 m←−→Ui); Goal 2. U0| ≡ Ui| ≡ (U0 m←−→Ui);

Goal 3. Ui| ≡ (Ui m←−→U0); Goal 4. Ui| ≡ U0| ≡ (Ui m←−→U0);

Where U0 means the sender, Ui(1 ≤ i ≤ n) means the n− receiver, and m means the messages.
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Table 8: Assumptions about the initial state of our protocol

Initial states
P1 : U0| ≡ TKi

(x)
−−−−−−→

Ui P2 : Ui| ≡ TK0
(x)

−−−−−−−→
U0

P3 : U0| ≡ #(a) P4 : U0| ≡ #(b)
P5 : U0| ≡ U0 TK0

TKi
(x)

←−−−−−−−−→
Ui P6 : Ui| ≡ Ui TKi

TK0
(x)

←−−−−−−−−→
U0

which will be used in the analysis of our protocol in Ta-
ble 8.

Based on the above assumptions, the idealized form
of our protocol is analyzed as follows. The main steps
of the proof are described as follows. According to the
ciphertext C and P2, P6 and attributes of chaotic maps,
and relating with R1, we could get:

S1 : Ui| ≡ U0| ∼ Ci.

Based on the initial assumptions P3, P4 and relating with
R2, we could get:

S2 : Ui| ≡ ]Ci.

Combine S1, S2, P3, P4, P5, P6, R3 and attributes of
chaotic maps, we could get:

S3 : Ui| ≡ ]ID0, Ta(x), Tb(x).

Based on R5, we take apart S3 and get:

S4 : Ui| ≡ ]Tb(x), S5 : Ui| ≡ ]Ta(x).

Combine S3, S4 and attributes of chaotic maps, we can get
the fresh and privacy protection about sender’s identity.
Combine S5 and attributes of chaotic maps, we can get
the message m for all the Ui(1 ≤ i ≤ n).

Combine 1. Because the 1-to-n parties (U0 and Ui(1 ≤
i ≤ n)) communicate each other just now, they confirm
the other is on-line. Moreover, since the Ui(1 ≤ i ≤ n)
can get ID0 and Ta(x) from the TbTKi

(x)(ID0||Ta(x))
with his own secret key, and based on S5, R4 with chaotic
maps problems, we could get:

Goal 1. U0| ≡ (U0m←→Ui);

Goal 2. U0| ≡ Ui| ≡ (U0m←→Ui);

Goal 3. Ui| ≡ (Uim←→U0);

Goal 4. Ui| ≡ U0| ≡ (Uim←→U0);

According to (Goal 1 ∼ Goal 4), we know that both
sender U0 and receivers Ui(1 ≤ i ≤ n) believe that the
Ui(1 ≤ i ≤ n) can authenticate U0 and recover the mes-
sage based on the fresh nonces a, b and the (pki, ski)(0 ≤
i ≤ n).

5 Efficiency Analysis

5.1 The Comparisons among Different
Algorithms

Compared to RSA1, ECC2 and Bilinear map3, Cheby-
shev polynomial computation problem offers smaller key
sizes, faster computation, as well as memory, energy and
bandwidth savings. Chaotic maps encryption algorithm:
As a special form of motion, Chaos means that in a cer-
tain nonlinear system can appear similar to the behavior
of random phenomena without needing any random fac-
tors. Chaotic system has the characteristics of certainty,
boundness, sensibility to initial parameters and unpre-
dictability, etc. Chaotic maps encryption algorithm uti-
lizes the unique semi-group mature of Chebyshev chaotic
maps, based on two difficult problems-the chaotic maps
discrete logarithm problem and the chaotic maps Diffie-
Hellman problem, puts forward a kind of encryption al-
gorithm. Compared with ECC encryption algorithm,
Chaotic maps encryption algorithm avoids scalar multi-
plication and modular exponentiation computation, ef-
fectively improves the efficiency. However, Wang [27]
proposed several methods to solve the Chebyshev poly-
nomial computation problem. To be more precise, on
an Intel Pentium4 2600 MHz processor with 1024 MB
RAM, where n and p are 1024 bits long, the computa-
tional time of a one-way hashing operation, a symmetric
encryption/decryption operation, an elliptic curve point
multiplication operation and Chebyshev polynomial op-
eration is 0.0005s, 0.0087s, 0.063075s and 0.02102s sep-
arately [11]. Moreover, the computational cost of XOR
operation could be ignored when compared with other

1RSA encryption algorithm: RSA encryption algorithm is a
kind of algorithm based on big integer factorization, its public keys
and secret keys are the function of two large prime numbers (Which
large prime numbers are more than 100 digits of decimal.). RSA
encryption algorithm, as the first algorithm which can be used to
encryption and digital signature, is easily to understand and oper-
ate.

2ECC encryption algorithm: ECC encryption algorithm is a
kind of public-key cryptosystem algorithm, its mathematical theory
is that using the rational points on the Elliptic curve constitutes
Abel additive group, and utilizes the computational difficulty of
discrete logarithm.

3Bilinear map: In mathematics a pairing function is a pro-
cess to uniquely encode two natural numbers into a single natural
number. In mathematics, a bilinear map is a function combining
elements of two vector spaces to yield an element of a third vec-
tor space. It is called bilinear because it is linear in each of its
arguments.
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operations. According to the results in [2], one pairing
operation requires at least 10 times more multiplications
in the underlying finite field than a point scalar multipli-
cation in ECC does in the same finite field.

Through the above mentioned analysis, we can reached
the conclusion approximately as follows:

Tp ≈ 10Tm, Tm ≈ 3Tc, Tc ≈ 2.42Ts, Ts ≈ 17.4Th,

we sum up these formulas into one so that it can reflect
the relationship among the time of algorithms intuitively.

Tp ≈ 10Tm ≈ 30Tc ≈ 72.6Ts ≈ 1263.24Th,

where Tp: Time for bilinear pair operation; Tm: Time for
a point scalar multiplication operation; Tc: The time for
executing the Tn(x) mod p in Chebyshev polynomial; Ts:
Time for symmetric encryption algorithm; Th: Time for
Hash operation. Table 9 given the comparison for RSA,
ECC and Chaotic maps.

About these algorithms, our proposed multi-receiver
scheme only used the chaotic cipher as the main algo-
rithm which is more efficient bilinear pair operation and
a point scalar multiplication operation ECC-based (see
the Table 10). As for Hash operation and pseudo-random
function, it can be ignored compared with the other three
algorithms.

5.2 The Efficient Usage about Chaotic
Maps

Most of chaotic maps-based protocols for achieving
key agreement or encrypted messages usually adopt
ChaoticMaps−BasedDiffie−Hellman(CDH)problem
to get the same session key to encrypting/decrypting mes-
sages transferred between user and server [9, 28, 29]. But
our proposed scheme only uses CDHproblem to get tem-
porary key for attaching messages to it, which can make
our scheme more efficient, and the users’s privacy infor-
mation is protected. In other words, we change the usage
of chaotic maps from the form ETaTb(x)(messages) to an-
other form TaTb(x) · (messages), obviously, the latter is
much more efficient than the former.

5.3 The Comparisons among Our
MRCM Scheme and the Related
Literatures

In this section, we make a comparison between the
MRCM and other multi-receiver scheme to judge its func-
tion and competence. From Table 10, we can conclude
that our scheme is more efficient than the others.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose MRCM, a novel scheme towards
building a PKC-based scheme for a sender sending only

one encrypted message with some authentication infor-
mation to multi-receiver, and at the same time, achieving
privacy protection. The core idea we have followed is
that the most existing multi-receiver schemes are bilinear
pairing-based, for improving the efficiency, should be ex-
ploited to securely change another efficient cryptosystem,
such as, chaotic maps in this paper. Since the hash func-
tion is not used, and chaotic maps is adopted to a new
encrypted algorithm without using symmetrical encryp-
tion, the proposed solution offers significant advantages
(the standard model and high-efficiency) with respect to
a traditional multi-receiver protocols. Compared with the
related works, our MRCM scheme is not the trade off be-
tween security and efficiency, but is comprehensively im-
proved scheme.
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